
EBDSA 2018 Electoral Endorsement Questionnaire 
 

General 
1. Why do you want East Bay DSA’s endorsement? 

East Bay DSA proved to be a powerful, impressive political force during the primaries.              
From Jovanka Beckles’ incredible advancement in the primaries to Ocasio-Cortez and           
the work done on DSA’s national Medicare for All campaign, it is clear that democratic               
socialism is a movement. I am a movement candidate. I have spent years organizing              
political groups, and as such I have an incredible community behind me. I hope East Bay                
DSA will be be a part of my political community. Reelection to the Berkeley City Council                
allows me to bring together progressive organizations from all around Berkeley and the             
East Bay. 
 

2. Are you a democratic socialist? How do you define democratic socialism? 
Democratic socialism is the movement to prioritize human needs over profit. Our society             
prioritizes profit for a wealthy few over all else, which is unsustainable and immoral. I am                
in favor policy reforms that reign in capital and encourage human flourishing, such as              
Medicare for All and rent control. I am a progressive who fights corporate greed wherever               
possible, and values people over profit. I was a member of Democratic Socialists             
Organizing Committee. 
 

3. If elected, how would you relate to East Bay DSA? 
I will push policy that aligns with democratic socialist principles. I am already             
responsible for writing a variety of tax legislation that is directly redistributive by taxing              
homeowners, landlords, and developers to fund affordable housing. I plan to continue            
pushing a progressive agenda to end homelessness, keep housing affordable, fight           
climate change, and win real police reform and would like to join with DSA in those                
efforts. 
 

4. Describe your top priorities and the policy areas that will be of most interest to you if                 
elected. 

● Building a community, not just building at any cost. Realizing that market-based            
solutions to housing are not the primary solution to our affordability crisis.            
Instead, we need to invest  directly affordable housing and social services. 

● Protecting tenants through investing in land trusts, enhancing legal protections,          
and securing funding for eviction support (since my first election, my office            
secured $600,000 in public funds for tenant legal protection). 

● Fighting climate change, through zero net energy requirements for new buildings,           
leveraging the T-1 bond funds to make our city sustainable and carbon-free,            
promoting urban agriculture, implementing bicycle and pedestrian improvements. 

● Eliminating health inequities. Saving Alta Bates hospital. 



● Transparent government. I wrote and passed a bill restricting the revolving door            
on lobbyists in the city, and will continue making a city government that works for               
people and not just big money. 

● Promoting labor equity through increasing the minimum wage and expanding paid           
family leave and scheduling security 

● Real police oversight and accountability, including increasing the subpoena         
powers of the Berkeley Police Review Commission. 

 
5. Please describe your plan to win this race. What is your “win number”? How will you get                 

there? 
My win number is a part of my internal strategy, and I would prefer not to answer that                  
here. However, I plan win by visibly and frequently engaging in my community. I am               
currently a vocal advocate for change on the City Council. I attend regular meetings of               
the Berkeley Progressive Alliance, the Wellstone Democratic Renewal Club, and other           
political organizations. I attend street fairs, farmers markets, and knock on doors. Our             
campaign has a strong cadre of volunteers, has already collected maximum public            
matching funds for the campaign, completed its website and initial walk pieces, and             
begun social media outreach.  
 

6. If endorsed, what participation would you like to see from East Bay DSA in your               
campaign? 

DSA has proven that your strength is in field work. If endorsed, we would ask that                
EBDSA make phone calls and knock on doors for our campaign, especially as that work               
can be combined with the campaign work already underway for Jovanka Beckles and             
Proposition 10. 
 

7. What is your campaign budget, and how much have you raised thus far? What is your                
average donation size? What is your strategy to continue fundraising? 

We have raised approximately $50,000, by accepting donations of only $50 or less which              
have been matched by public campaign financing. This amount surpasses the amount            
we raised in our first election and our expected budget. As such we do not have a                 
specific strategy to continue fundraising, but rather will request donations at house            
parties and other events. 
 

8. Do you use public financing? 
I am proud to be the first person in Berkeley to qualify for public financing for any 2018                  
race. We have already met the cap for public matching, but are continuing to accept               
donations of $50 or less, even without the public match. 
 

9. Have you ever, during this race, or in a previous electoral race, accepted campaign              
contributions from a corporation, corporate PAC, or lobbyist? If yes, please explain in             
detail. 

No, never. 



 
10. Is your race partisan? What is your relationship to your political party, if any? Why? 

My race is non-partisan. I come from four generations of Democrats and have been a               
Democrat my entire life. I am increasingly unhappy with the decisions made by the              
Democratic establishment. 
 

11. What community organizations are you a part of? 
I was a member of the Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee when it combined with              
DSA. I was a founding member of the Berkeley Progressive Alliance. For four years I               
have served as the State/National Chair of the Wellstone Democratic Renewal Club            
(WDRC), writing and advocating for our economic justice policy platform and advocating            
for our progressive platform to the Alameda County Democratic Central Committee. I            
served on the Boards of the Berkeley Food and Housing Project, responsible for             
homeless services in Berkeley, the San Francisco Mime Troupe and the Alumni Board of              
the Goldman School of Public Policy. 
 

12. What is your profession? Is a significant portion of your income derived from capital              
holdings (e.g. investments, property, etc.)  

I am a public sector consultant. I started my career examining differences in treatment of               
minority communities by the criminal justice system in Alameda County. I later formed a              
consulting firm that evaluates local government operations across California and the           
world, to ensure that all are receiving the treatment they deserve from their government.              
Whether working alongside Native American foster youth in North Dakota, defendants           
without lawyers in Serbia, or people returning to their communities from prison, I’ve             
sought to improve the quality of people's’ lives and opportunities. I do not receive              
significant income from investments or property.  
 

13. Describe your record of public service. 
I serve on the Berkeley City Council and have served on Berkeley’s Housing Advisory,              
Parks and Waterfront Commission, and Downtown Streets and Open Space          
Commissions. I was elected a Student Senator as an undergraduate at UC Berkeley,             
where I used my position to help pass Berkeley’s first rent control ordinance. I also               
worked in California government in a number of roles, managing 65 staff in setting court               
policy as Director of Trial Court Programs for the California Judicial Council, as Policy              
and Budget Advisor to San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos, and the Finance Manager for the               
rebuild of the Embarcadero in San Francisco. 
 

14. Please list other major endorsements. 
Thus far in the race, I have been endorsed by IBEW 595, SEIU 1021, Jovanka               

Beckles, Gayle McLaughlin, Kevin de Leon, the Sierra Club, Jesse Arreguin, Gus            
Newport, Berkeley City Council members Cheryl Davila, Ben Bartlett and Sophie Hahn,            
the Berkeley Tenants’ Union Steering Committee, all members of the elected Rent Board,             
Berkeley Citizens’ Action and Berkeley Progressive Alliance. 



 
Housing 

1. Do you support Proposition 10, the Affordable Housing Act? 
Yes, absolutely.  
 

2. What are the causes of the housing crisis in California and the Bay Area? 
Developers, real estate speculators, and corporations have created a crisis of artificial            
scarcity in city centers. Large corporations which pay historically high salaries but            
provide no housing for those employees are displacing everyone else. Developers have            
turned to building only luxury and other high-priced housing in city cores because they              
lead to the highest profit. This has led to widespread displacement of low and moderate               
income families and individuals and contributed to our homeless crisis and the climate             
change emergency as people drive further and further to work. Evidence shows that             
property owners also keep rent-controlled units off of the market to artificially inflate rent              
prices. The University of California admits many more students without building more            
affordable student housing on available opportunity sites owned by the University,           
compounding the issue in Berkeley. In response to this crisis, the free market response              
is to build only new, market rate housing (which, under Costa-Hawkins, will never be              
regulated). Recent studies demonstrates that the focus on luxury housing lowers rent            
prices for the well-off, while creating unattainable housing costs for low-income families            
and individuals. 
 

3. Describe your vision for housing justice. If elected, how will you use your position to               
advocate for this vision? Please cite any specific policy examples. 

Ultimately, housing justice means that no one has to live on the streets, or such a far                 
distance from their work that they are unable to live a healthy life. Housing justice would                
require that working people pay no more than 1/3 of their income towards housing costs.               
In the 17 months I have been on the Council, I have raised developer impact fees to                 
support non-profit housing and community land trusts; increased tenant legal          
protections and secured public funds for this issue; and increased taxes on large             
landlords to raise revenue for affordable housing; insured that the majority of short-term             
rental taxes go to affordable housing; and proposed this year’s ballot measure to             
increase the transfer tax on high-value properties with revenues directed toward           
homeless services. 
 
All of these, plus an overturn of Costa-Hawkins, stronger rent control, and more funding              
for affordable housing will bring us to a just housing system in the long run. In the short                  
term, however, we must ensure that all people are able to live dignified lives, regardless               
of whether they are housed. On the Council I am a consistent vote for increased health                
and sanitation resources, shelter beds, and social and mental health support; for            
alternative housing models such as tiny homes and RV parks; and for sanctioned City              
encampments in City-selected locations and operating under set behavioral rules. In an            
ideal world no one would live on the street, but that’s not our reality, and so we must                  



fight to protect the rights of the unhoused, even as we fight simultaneously to house               
them. 
 
Healthcare 

1. Do you support Medicare for All, and what would such a system entail? 
I am a strong proponent of single-payer healthcare programs that are comprehensive,            
universal, free at the point of service, and paid for through progressive taxation. I have               
done policy work for the single-payer bills both nationally and in California through the              
Wellstone Democratic Renewal Club and other progressive organizations. It is          
unacceptable that we do not guarantee healthcare to all, and our costs of care skyrocket               
because of it.  
  

2. If elected, how will you use your position to fight for Medicare for All? 
I will participate in campaigns to move us towards universal health care both in CA and                
nationally, by working in coalitions, passing local legislation in support of single payer,             
speaking and writing in favor of single payer and other activities requested of me by               
advocates such as Single Payer Now. 
 
Education 

1. What’s wrong with the current education system? What reforms would you like to see,              
and has the contemporary educational reform movement been effective at achieving           
them? 

Schools and teachers are drastically underfunded, especially because of the loopholes in            
Proposition 13. Reforming Prop 13 and passing other progressive taxation bills are            
crucial to achieving a just education system. Much of the current education reform             
movement focuses on finding new, technocratic fixes to education, which circumvent the            
real issue of funding. 
 

2. What is the role of charter schools in your desired education system? Would you support               
a immediate, statewide moratorium on charter schools in California? 

Charter schools leech funding away from the traditional public schools that need them             
the most, and operate without sufficient accountability to the public. A statewide            
moratorium on charter schools would be an important first step towards returning public             
education to public control. 
 

3. What role do teachers’ unions play in the education system? What role should they play,               
and what policies would you pursue to achieve this vision? 

Teachers know best what they need to teach effectively; teachers’ unions are extremely             
important for advancing these needs. This vision is difficult to achieve in the Bay Area,               
where privatization efforts from Teach for America to charters increase the prevalence of             
non-union teachers. Fighting privatization and increasing union presence in schools is           
vital to strengthening the labor movement. I support teachers’ unions playing a more             



active role in the fight for social justice for all, following the example of the West Virginia                 
teachers fighting to increase pay and benefits for all public sector employees.  
 
Anti-Militarism 

1. How will you use your office to oppose war and imperialism?  
I was a vocal proponent of leaving the Urban Shield program; I sat on the subcommittee                
examining our role in the program, wrote the report calling for us to end our relationship                
with Urban Shield and was one of four Council votes to leave. The Urban Shield program                
grows directly out of militarized policing and for-profit provision (via vendors) of public             
services. 
 
In addition, I am using my office to fight climate change. As we have seen with the Syrian                  
and Yemeni civil wars, many recent conflicts are due to drought-related scarce resources             
and the resulting migrant crisis. We absolutely need to move away from unilateral             
military action, and we also need to rectify the issue of climate change to prevent these                
conflicts arising in the first place. 
 

2. Do you support the Boycott Divestment and Sanctions movement to oppose the            
occupation of Palestine? 

BDS has changed the dialogue about the occupation of Palestine, which is incredibly             
important. I have reservations on the actual effects of the movement, as historically             
sanctions are far more harmful to the poor than those making the decisions. We must               
find an approach that protects the quality of life for all Palestinians and Israelis. I oppose                
the Israeli settlements, but Palestine needs strategic infrastructure investment. 
 
Police & Prisons 

1. How will you use your office to fight against police brutality and other forms of state                
violence? 

My office fought for release of the study from UCLA documenting racial disparities in              
police stops, citations, searches and arrests and use of force and drafted the resolution              
in November, 2017 requiring the City Manager to track police interactions by race,             
develop training programs to address any disparities found, and implement policy and            
practice reforms that reflect cooperation between the Berkeley Police Department, the           
Police Review Commission and the broader Berkeley community. I also sponsored           
legislation requiring that the Department revise its use of force policy to identify all uses               
of force (rather than just those resulting in an injury or use of weapon or arising out of a                   
complaint) and develop plans to use the minimum force necessary. 
 

2. What policies do you support to reduce and end mass incarceration? 
I want to create an independent police oversight commission with real teeth. At present,              
there is insufficient separation between daily management of our police department and            
investigation of alleged misconduct, when we need a bright line between the two to              
insure independent oversight. I am fighting for an amendment to our city charter, and my               



minimum requirements for this amendment include: irrefutable subpoena powers         
(including all past officer disciplinary proceedings), right to demand the appearance of            
officers, creation of a disciplinary matrix, independent selection and management of PRC            
staff, and the authority to recommend firing the Chief (though not the power to do so). My                 
proposed language also allows the previously incarcerated to serve on the commission,            
which is currently not permitted. 
 
On a larger scale, I am in favor of broad criminal justice reform, including stronger social                
services for those recently released from prison (housing, job training, mental and            
physical health services, etc), and ending cash bail. SB 10 in the California state house               
would limit bail to the “least restrictive level” needed to ensure the defendant appears in               
court, which is an important first step in ending the criminalization of the poor. 
 
The Environment 

1. What’s your ideal timetable for phasing out fossil fuel production and consumption            
including coal, oil and natural gas? 

As soon as possible. California zero net energy standards are likely to be a reality by                
2020, and Berkeley must be ahead of the curve and begin enforcing zero net energy               
standards now wherever feasible, especially in residential construction. Rooftop         
gardens, green roofs, water reclamation or solar panels should be required on all new              
multi-unit buildings and city facilities.  
 

2. Please describe your vision for combating climate change, both globally and locally. How             
will you use your office to fight climate change? 

Combating climate change requires aggressive immediate action. In addition to building           
new buildings under zero net energy requirements (rather than just incentives), I am             
proposing allowing property owners to use a portion of the transfer tax on making              
energy and water saving improvements. I am in favor of limiting parking near transit and               
of a Transportation Impact Fee on developers that build too far away from public              
transportation hubs. The City and AC Transit must replace all of their short-range             
vehicles that currently rely on fossil fuels with electric vehicles. Before my election, I              
organized for the T-1 bond measure, which raises property taxes to go towards public              
infrastructure. Since entering office, I have worked to ensure that a significant share of              
the $100,000,000 raised through T-1 goes towards explicitly green infrastructure,          
including electric vehicle charging stations, expanding bike and pedestrian paths, and           
greening the commons. Globally, we must reach zero dependence on fossil fuels by             
2030, and I am using my position to guarantee that Berkeley leads the charge in this                
work. Our office is cosponsoring a regional town hall on fighting climate change to              
ensure that our demands for immediate divestment from fossil fuels are heard by the              
statewide climate summit. Finally, I support our urban agriculture initiatives, which my            
opponent opposes. 
 
Immigration  



1. How will you use your office to fight against deportations and other attacks on immigrant               
communities?  

I am extremely concerned with how anti-immigrant forces and the surveillance state work             
together. I collaborated with the ACLU, NAACP, and OPN to write legislation restricting             
how surveillance data is used and shared. To insure that Berkeley’s sanctuary policy is a               
reality, I authored legislation to limit the City purchasing from or investing in companies              
that provide data broker services to ICE. 
 

2. How would you use your office to strengthen the rights of immigrants and their access to                
public services and quality of life? 

Immigrants have a right to privacy, safety, healthcare, housing, and a good quality of life.               
I have worked closely with Unite Here!, a labor union that represents a large population               
of immigrant women, to guarantee stronger workplace rights, including expanded paid           
family leave and requiring that large corporations give more hours to part-timers before             
they hire more part-time staff. Unfair labor practices represent a great threat to the most               
marginalized communities, and I am proud to work closely with unions with significant             
immigrant membership.  
 
Anti-Racism 

1. How would you use your office to strengthen the rights of people of color and their                
access to public services and quality of life? 

Displacement is one of the biggest threats faced by communities of color, and so              
affordable housing is at the core of my platform. We must provide municipal resources              
for affordable housing options, rather than relying solely on market-based solutions such            
as developer fees. In addition to insuring construction of affordable housing rental units,             
I am advocating for solutions like cooperatively owned properties and accessory           
dwelling units that are less expensive and use fewer resources to construct, can be              
placed throughout the city and support multi-generational housing.  
 

2. How would you fight against the criminalization of people of color? 
People of color are far more likely to be stopped and searched by the police and                
experience an inappropriate use of force. I am proud of the work I have done to                
demilitarize Berkeley Police Department and create an independent and impartial Police           
Review Commission. I have pushed forward more specific legislation regarding the           
powers of the police, most specifically requiring more transparent reporting about all            
uses of force I have also proposed enhance search consent policies, changing the BPD’s              
practice of randomly inquiring about community members’ probation or parole status,           
and requiring police officers to identify themselves in writing by full name and rank to               
anyone they speak to, as is required in Oakland and San Jose. Our office also               
co-authored legislation to allow those with parking fines to set up payment plans or              
provide community service in lieu of payment to avoid escalation of minor parking             
offenses into failures to appear in court or pay. I also resisted efforts of City               



administration to issue misdemeanors or infractions to those living in RVs at our marina              
or sleeping on our sidewalks. Over 50% of the homeless in Berkeley are people of color. 
 
Taxation 

1. How do you propose to change our budget and tax structure (on the federal, state, or                
municipal level) to better fund public services? 

From housing developers to banks to insurance companies, corporations and wealthy           
individuals have a stranglehold on average working people. On the local level, I             
developed this year’s ballot proposition to increase Berkeley’s property transfer tax on            
high value properties to support homeless programs and served on the 2016 steering             
committee for the successful increase in business license taxes on larger landlords. I             
fought hard for Berkeley’s T-1 bond measure, which raises property assessment taxes            
for public infrastructure, and I am using my position on the council to use the money for                 
our environmental infrastructure. I helped draft the City’s upcoming affordable housing           
bond, which levies a tax on homeowners to pay for affordable housing. I am a member of                 
Evolve, working on Proposition 13 reform, and wrote the Wellstone Democratic Renewal            
Club’s economic justice platform which calls for progressive income taxes, taxing stock            
market speculation, and and an oil severance tax.  
 
Labor Movement 

1. Are you a member of a union? Have you ever been? Please provide specifics and               
describe and leadership roles you have played. 

I am not currently in a union, but I was a member of the Management Employees                
Association in San Francisco. I also negotiated contracts on behalf of the San Francisco              
Superior Court and wrote the personnel rules for the Court, insuring employees retained             
seniority rights and job protections. In my last election, I was endorsed by the Alameda               
County Labor Council, SEIU 1021, CNA, IBEW, Unite! Here, and the Berkeley Firefighters’             
Association among other unions (only SEIU 1021 and IBEW have made endorsements at             
this point for this election and both have endorsed me). 
 

2. What is the role of the labor movement in achieving your policy priorities? 
Unions are the strongest advocates we have for working people. I prioritize working with              
unions to successfully push for reforms working people need. However, in order for             
unions to be strong and represent the actual workers, it must be easier to join a union in                  
Berkeley. I support majority sign-up rights (“card check”), I have advocated for the             
Employee Free Choice Act, and I have used my connections to political organizations to              
deny endorsements to BART directors who refused to bargain with striking workers. 
 

3. What specific labor or workers’ rights policies will you pursue?  
I am proud to have sponsored legislation requiring employers to offer more hours to their               
part-time workers before they may hire more, which will increase the number of             
benefitted workers, and providing more scheduling security. I also co-authored          
legislation to extend paid family leave to private and all City employees.I work closely              



with SEIU 1021 to ensure fair treatment of city employees, and with CNA to save the Alta                 
Bates hospital. However, there is still much to do. I want to insure wage and sick leave                 
enforcement, increase youth job programs, especially in the building trades, and win            
single-payer healthcare, which would weaken employers’ grip on workers. 


